
Portfolio Facts

Investment Objective 
A high conviction, credit-driven, tax-exempt 
strategy that invests nationally across municipal 
bond sectors, states, and securities. We strive 
to provide tax-advantaged income while 
preserving capital and generating total return. 

Portfolio Inception Date: December 2020

Typical Investment Horizon: 10+ years

Investment Vehicles: Separately Managed 
Account with integrated MAP1 structure
• Pioneer High Income Municipal SMA
• Pioneer High Income Municipal Plus SMA

Blended Benchmark: 
• Bloomberg Barclays Managed Money  

Short Intermediate Index
• Bloomberg Barclays Municipal High  

Yield Index

Portfolio Management

David Eurkus
Managing Director
Director of Municipals, US 
Portfolio Manager

•  Joined Amundi US in 2001
•  Investment experience since 1971

Jonathan Chirunga
Managing Director
Deputy Director of Municipals 
Portfolio Manager

•  Joined Amundi US in 2011
•  Investment experience since 1998
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1 Managed Account Portfolio (MAP) is a commingled investment vehicle, designed to provide investors with a number of distinct 
features, including access to a broader range of opportunities than a smaller separate account may otherwise provide. 2 Roll yield 
is the amount of return generated in the futures market after an investor rolls a short-term contract into a longer-term contract, 
potentially profiting from the convergence. For this portfolio, roll yield involves potentially harvesting price gains from a bond 
purchased at a longer part of the yield curve, held for a certain period of time and sold when that bond is yielding higher than the 
market rate at the current, now shorter point on the yield curve. The yield curve is the term structure of interest rates, and illustrates 
yields for bonds of various terms to maturities. 3 The wrap fee includes all charges, transaction costs, portfolio management fees, 
custody fees, and other administrative fees.

Separately managed account programs are available exclusively through a Financial Professional. Separately managed account 
programs may require a minimum asset level and, depending on specific investment objectives and financial position, may not be 
appropriate for all investors.

AVAILABLE 
12/1/20

Pioneer High Income Municipal SMA and Pioneer High Income Municipal 
Plus SMA portfolios blend the benefits of high-quality, individual bond 
separate account investing with active management opportunities 
within the high yield municipal space through a Managed Account 
Portfolio (MAP) structure.1 We strive to add value through skilled security 
selection, harvesting roll yield and opportunistic yield curve positioning.2

Key Features
Pioneer High Income Municipal SMAs seek to offer investors a laddered, high-
quality (investment grade) municipal portfolio in separately managed account form, 
supplemented by our successful high yield municipal investment approach. Pioneer 
High Income Municipal SMA is allocated 65%/35%, and Pioneer High Income Municipal 
Plus SMA is allocated 52%/48% (high quality/high yield, respectively) through an 
integrated MAP1 structure.

• Balanced Investment Grade Strategy: A high-quality, investment grade bond ladder 
focused on the 5 to 15 year part of the yield curve is supplemented by a daily, 
liquid high-yield allocation designed for additional yield and active management 
opportunities.

• Stable, Experienced Team: Lead portfolio managers have a combined 70+ years of 
industry experience. The team has successfully managed through investment cycles, 
periods of political unrest, disease epidemics, financial crises, and macroeconomic 
policy shifts.

• Nimble, Efficient, Low Turnover: Individually held laddered municipal bonds from 5 
to 15 years of maturity provide a tax-efficient base for the strategy. The high yield 
allocation is designed for nimble, active management that seeks to add alpha.

• Centralized Reporting: The complementary investment grade ladder and high yield 
allocations are conveniently custodied in, and reported on, from a single account.

• Management Fees:  Management fees depend on the desired size of the high yield 
allocation. Pioneer High Income Municipal SMA (65%/35%) wrap fee3: 22 basis points. 
Pioneer High Income Municipal Plus SMA (52%/48%) wrap fee3: 27 basis points.
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Portfolio Structure
Investment Grade Municipal Bond Ladder

We believe that high-quality investment-grade municipal bonds can build a solid foundation for a taxable investor. In a 
laddered bond portfolio, bonds mature at regular intervals (e.g., every year or every other year) across a chosen maturity 
range. As a bond matures, the principal is typically reinvested in the rung of the ladder having the longest maturity. However, 
we build our municipal bond ladders slightly differently:

•  Look to buy bonds in the ‘demand gap’ between 12 and 15 years of maturity with tactical entry point decisions

•  Hold bonds until they enter the retail municipal ‘demand zone’ within five years of maturity before selling

•  Target the historically higher yielding and steeper part of the yield curve

•  Own individual bonds custodied directly in the client’s account

Integrated High Yield Allocation Booster

Active management is paramount in the high-yield municipal investment universe, and our team has excelled in this area 
for over 20 years. We strive for superior credit selection and sector rotation based on fundamental analysis and favorable 
technical execution practices, such as:

•  Highly selective, independent bond picking. If we do not see value in a name, we will pass on the deal no matter what grade 
a rating agency might place on the issue.4

•  Retain access to smaller deal sizes to search for value across a broad universe of potential investments. Amundi Pioneer 
is not limited to participating exclusively in mega-deals frequented by strategies with over-elevated assets under 
management.

Investment Parameters

Pioneer High Income Municipal SMA Pioneer High Income Municipal Plus SMA

Average Credit Quality Range:3 Typically A to A+ Typically A- to A

Expected Turnover Range: 10% for ladder allocation,  
75% for high yield allocation

10% for ladder allocation,  
75% for high yield allocation

Duration: Typically 6-9 years Typically 6-9 years

Number of Holdings: 10 individual investment grade bonds  
+ high yield MAP (300+ underlying holdings)

10 individual investment grade bonds  
+ high yield MAP (300+ underlying holdings)

Investment Structure: 65% investment grade 5 to 15-year municipal bond ladder 
+ 35% high yield MAP1 share

52% investment grade 5 to 15-year municipal bond ladder  
+ 48% high yield MAP1 share

PLEASE NOTE: The internal guidelines referenced do not necessarily represent prospectus/statutory limitations. These internal guidelines are used as guidance in the daily management of the 
Portfolio’s investments. These guidelines are subject to change and should not be relied upon as a long-term view of the Portfolio’s exposures, limitations and/or risks. 

3 Credit rating agencies rate bonds based on the creditworthiness of the bond issuer and assign letter grades for bonds to indicate the quality of the security and the ability of the issuer to repay 
the debt. Average credit quality reflects the average numeric rating equivalent of available ratings of Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s (S&P), Fitch, DBRS, KBRA, and Morningstar, with midpoints 
averaged to the lower rating. Bond ratings are ordered highest to lowest in portfolio. Based on S&P’s measures, AAA (highest possible rating) through BBB are considered investment grade. BB or 
lower ratings are considered  non-investment grade.  Cash equivalents and some bonds may not be rated. This is not a rating of the strategy’s overall credit quality.  
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Investment Process
Our Time-Tested Municipal Active Management Process 

Focus The Investment Universe
• Strive to remove issues with poor liquidity and  

bad structures

• Focus on essential services such as healthcare, 
transportation, education, and efficient energy 

Consider Macro Developments
• Assess interest rates, national credit cycles,  

and political trends

• Analyze local and state governments’ fiscal policies, 
political climates, & population dynamics

Fundamental Research
• Bottom-up, intensive credit analysis

• In-depth due diligence, site visits,  
balance sheet modeling

Relative Value
• Select best ideas using a relative value,  

risk-adjusted returns approach

• Achieve critical balance between overweighting 
compelling ideas and achieving national and  
sector diversification*

*Diversification does not assure a profit or protect against loss.

Our Research Process

Daily and Weekly Team Meetings Meticulous Credit Book

• Discuss forward calendar and price levels
• Pitch new credits and recommended sells
• Frequent attribution reviews

• Track Balance sheet developments
• Review demographic trends
• Monitor willingness and ability to pay

Top-Down Research Points of Focus Bottom-Up Research Points of Focus

Multiple Levels of Independent Risk Oversight
We strive to avoid permanent impairment of capital and limit downside risk by combining sophisticated risk analytics with 
portfolio management and trading and operations tools to support a consistent, efficient, and controlled investment process.  
We constantly monitor credit and interest rate risk, as well as sector exposures and the interaction and correlations among 
these risks using proprietary and third party tools.
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Portfolio

Investment Management Risk Management Hierarchy Compliance and Legal

• Direct oversight
• Scenario and stress-case analysis
• Daily risk analysis and decomposition
• Value-at-risk and tracking error by risk source
• Utilize commercial and proprietary tools

• Independent Chief Risk Officer
• Daily risk monitoring
• Liquidity monitoring
• Pre-trade and post-trade investment compliance
• Portfolio guidelines monitoring
• Counterparty risk management
• Portfolio override authority

• Facilitate creation of policies and procedures
• Test, identify and escalate, if necessary
• Best Execution and Trade Allocation Oversight
• Affiliated Transaction Oversight
• Code of Ethics for Personal Trading
• Insider Trading
• Code of Conduct
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Disclaimer

The market prices of securities may go up or down, sometimes rapidly or unpredictably, due to general market conditions, such as real or perceived adverse economic, political, or regulatory 
conditions, recessions, inflation, changes in interest or currency rates, lack of liquidity in the bond markets, the spread of infectious illness or other public health issues or adverse investor 
sentiment. Investments in high yield or lower-rated securities are subject to greater-than-average price volatility, illiquidity and possibility of default. When interest rates rise, the prices of fixed 
income securities in the Fund will generally fall. Conversely, when interest rates fall, the prices of fixed income securities in the SMA will generally rise. Investments in the SMA are subject to 
possible loss due to the financial failure of issuers of underlying securities and their inability to meet their debt obligations. Prepayment risk is the chance that an issuer may exercise its right to 
prepay its security, if falling interest rates prompt the issuer to do so. Forced to reinvest the unanticipated proceeds at lower interest rates, the SMA would experience a decline in income and lose 
the opportunity for additional price appreciation. The value of municipal securities can be adversely affected by changes in financial condition of municipal issuers, lower revenues, and regulatory 
and political developments. The SMA may use derivatives, such as options, futures, inverse floating rate obligations, swaps, and others, which can be illiquid, may disproportionately increase 
losses, and have a potentially large impact on performance. Derivatives may have a leveraging effect on the SMA. A portion of income may be subject to local, state, federal and/or alternative 
minimum tax. Capital gains, if any, are subject to a capital gains tax. At times, the SMA’s investments may represent industries or industry sectors that are interrelated or have common risks, 
making it more susceptible to any economic, political, or regulatory developments or other risks affecting those industries and sectors.

Amundi US is the US business of Amundi Asset Management group of companies. Investment advisory services are offered through Amundi Asset Management US, Inc. Not all Amundi products 
and services are available in all jurisdictions. The Amundi Asset Management logo used in this document only refers to a brand owned by Amundi and not to any service or product offered or 
manufactured by Amundi Asset Management SAS, headquartered in Paris.

Amundi US acts as a discretionary investment manager or non-discretionary model provider in a variety of separately managed account or wrap fee programs (each, an “SMA Program”) 
sponsored either by Amundi US or a third party investment adviser, broker-dealer or other financial services firm (a “Sponsor”). When acting as a discretionary investment manager, Amundi US is 
responsible for making and implementing all investment decisions in SMA Program accounts. When acting as a non-discretionary model provider, Amundi US’s responsibility is limited to providing 
investment recommendations (in the form of model portfolios) to the SMA Program Sponsor who may or may not, in their sole discretion, utilize such recommendations in connection with its 
management of SMA Program accounts. In such “model-based” SMA Programs (“Model-Based Programs”), it is the Sponsor, and not Amundi US, which serves as the investment manager to, and 
has trading responsibility for, the Model-Based Program accounts.

There is no guarantee that the portfolio will continue to hold any particular security and securities are held in varying percentages. Holdings are subject to change since the portfolio is actively 
managed. Holdings are intended to illustrate the composition and characteristics of the SMA for separately managed accounts. Across client portfolios, there may be variations in holdings and the 
percentage of holdings as dictated by diversification needs, specific client guidelines, account size, cash flows within accounts and restrictions on accounts. 

The Model Portfolio/SMA securities holdings information provided is intended solely for your use in evaluating the Model Portfolio/SMA portfolio(s). Under no circumstances does the information 
contained within represent a recommendation to buy, hold or sell securities and it should not be assumed that the securities transactions or holdings presented were or will prove to be profitable. 

Separately managed account programs are available exclusively through a Financial Professional. Separately managed account programs may require a minimum asset level and, depending on 
specific investment objectives and financial position, may not be appropriate for all investors.

For more information about this portfolio, contact your financial professional.


